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FOREWORD
The aim of this book is to give guidance to those who have
to provide carpets for special purposes.
You n1.ay own an hotel, a restaurant, a theatre, or even
a luxury passenger liner; and if you do, you know how
important a part the carpet plays in selling the service you
are offering.
The public has never been more carpet conscious.
Advertising campaigns sponsored by the Industry, Trade
Exhibitions, Home Magazines superbly illustrated with
interiors in colour, Television, have all contributed to this
awareness.
The necessity to export has luade British luanufacturers
alert to the diverse tastes of customers all over the globe,
stimulating a search for new textures, techniques and
designs.
As a result, there is hardly a good hotel, restaurant,
cinema or passenger ship in which the greatest care and
attention has not been given to the carpets.
In the following pages we show a selection fron1. our
/ very wide range of designs. These represent only a very
small proportion of the patterns which we make, but it is
our hope that the illustrations may provide you with the
kind of help which will be luOSt practical. All these
patterns, and very many more, are available to you
through your local supplier.

NOTABLE
CARPETS
It is no exaggeration to say that one of the Inost notable
carpets Inade for a special occasion was the gold carpet
used in Westminster Abbey for the coronation of our
universally popular young Queen. Many thousands of
people visited the Abbey at and after her coronation and
admired the carpet as it lay there; but Inany n1.illions
have had the opportunity of seeing it beautifully reproduced in technicolor in

A

Queen is CrolVned and other

films.
The gold Abbey carpet had to Ineet several requisites.
It had to be just the right shade, for sYlnbolic and aesthetic
reasons; it had to be very close in weave and short and
smooth in surface pile for practical reasons, and it had to
be of great size. All these requirements could be combined
, only in Chenille AXlninster and could only be provided
from a Telnpleton loom.
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Telnpleton are proud to have had the honour of weaving
the carpets for the reconstructed House of C01111nOn at
Westlnin ter and for the House of Lords.
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It has also been o ur privilege to ll1ake the carpets for the
Senate and H o use of R epresentatives in C anberra, for the
House of R epresentatives in W ellington and for the
H o use of Asse111bly in C ape T own. T he C anberra carpets
are sealnless Chenille AXln inster with the border woven
in a curve, to confon1'l to the curved shape of the flooring.
The W elling ton carpet is a sealned Crow n AXHlinster
111ade up fro 111 27 inch w ide strips.
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All the carpets shown on these two pages
are of Wilton l11.anufacture. The
Orchid pattern on the left is a
part of a large carpet and
the illustration represents
an area of carpet about
five feet in dianleter.
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M.V. KeI/)'a FIRST CLASS

LOUNGE

Decorators and Artist Designers are usually called on to
supervise decoration.
The M.V. Kellya of the British India Line ha a large
circular carpet in its First Class Lounge. The colours of
this carpet accurately reflect the tones in the curtain and
the chair covers, and the fonn of the design is cOlllplelnentary to the other patterned Inaterials in the roonl. The
result is a conlpletely restful rOO1l1.
The Inanufacture of a circular carpet of this dill1ension
presents a considerable technical proble111. It \va 111ade
froll1 Wilton carpeting woven 6 feet wide.
Page sixt een
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The carpet in the First Class Lounge of the P. & O. liner

Ar[(/dia is very strikingly contelllporary, with its large
elliptical Inedallion and its sharp and novel colourings.
Like the K ellya carpet, it is of Wilton weave.
Carpets for such luxury liners usually involve large
quantities and thus the production of special designs and
effects is fully justified. In the case of ships, thick luxury
carpeting n1.ay be demanded in order to overcon1.e any
tendency to vibration.

S.

s. A rcadia

FIRST CLASS LOUNGE

S.S .

Arcadia

FIRST CLASS LIBRARY

The outstanding feature of the Arcadia First Class Library
decoration is the use of strong but cOlnplementary colours.
The effect is indeed striking.
The Dorchester Hotel Grill rOOIn shown on the opposite
page displays a very colourful carpet in a distinctive
Spanish style. This carpet was specially designed to suit
the scheme of decoration and is Inade up from Wilton
strips 36 inches wide.
Page eighteen

DORCHESTER GRILL ROOM

Page nineteen
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The carpet of which a section is illustrated on the opposite
page is probably the largest one-sealn carpet ever nude. It
n1.easures no less than 65ft. by 42 ft. to cover an area of
more than three hundred square yards. It was n1.ade in
Chenille AXlninster in two pieces with one invisible sealU
running through the centre fron1. end to end.
It was n1.ade specially for the presidential palace of the
DOlninican Republic in the West Indies.
The design is a red Tabriz, an adaptation of the fal110us
sixteenth century Trinitarias which now fonus part of the
Telnpleton collection.
Ten1.pletons can Inake Chenille Axminster carpets plain
or patterned, in any colours up to 33 feet wide without
a seam, and in any length.
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DOM I N I CAN REPUBLIC CARPET

Page twenty o ne
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r0111 the preceding page it will be seen that there are

great occasions and great places which delnand very

special consideration in the provision of suitable Roorcoverings and, within liInits, ahnost regardless of expense;
and it will be very evident what a great contribution the
carpet can make to the final fmished effect. But there are
thousands of hotels, restaurants, cinemas and other places
where the provision of fine carpets-of good design and
colour, and in hard-w aring qualities-is quite as il11portant but where the cost nlust be considered very carefully.
In the following pages we show a selection of Chenille

and Spool Axminster and Wilton carpets in a diversity of
designs, and representing a varied range of qualities
specially devised for such purposes. All of these can be
supplied frOl11 stock or quickly.
The fIrst group of illustrations shows patterns which
are reproductions of Oriental designs. These are very
widely used for public work. Perhaps because of their
highly conventionalized pattern they do not date, and
they have the great attribute of harnlonizing with many
furnishing schemes, both period and contenlporary.
Such carpeting is usually supplied in strips 27 inches
wide (in a few cases they are nlade 36 inches wide) for
seaming up into large carpets to be fitted wall-to-wall.
Designs of a similar type can often be supplied in slnaller
bordered seamless squares where the particular furnishing
scheme calls for such treatment.

Page twenty-two

The picture below shows the entrance hall lounge of a
country hotel at Carfraelnill in the Borders of Scotland.
The Anatolian design accords beautifully with the simple
scheme of decoration of which the ingle-neuk fireplace is
such a feature.

CALEDO N QUALI T Y

3/ 360 5
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CALEDON

Page twenty-four

QUALITY

3 3602

On the opposite page is a simple setting showing a bordered square in the lounge of a slnall hotel. Such a carpet
can be supplied in a very wide range of sizes.
The illustration on this page shows three widths of
27 inch wide Inaterial such as is used for covering a floor

from wall to wall. Designs of this type are extrem.ely
serviceable as they resist soiling and Inarking which is
inevitable in public room. carpets.

CROWN

QUA LIT Y

2/ 59 43

Page twenty-five

Page twenty-s ix

A corner of a restaurant u Ing a well
covered Per ian de ign in \vann useful
colourings. In thi r00111. the carpet provides the rich background while the walls
provide the trikingly original note.
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ARRADALE

QUALITY

4 3505

A Persian Vase design here provides another example of the beauty and utility of
Oriental design . This design can be Inade
in bordered squares as shown or in 'body'
carpeting for wall-to-wall installations.

Page twenty-seven

Here we show two widths
of 27 inch wide Inaterial in
a typical Shirvan design_

On the OpposIte page IS
shown a sm.all dining-room
fitted with a red ground
Caucasian design_
These geom.etrical abstractions of flowers and aninlals
Inake strong opulent patterns, well adapted to floor
coverings and particularly
suited to public work.
CROWN QUALITY
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The board room of a large public
cOlupany

carpeted

with

Chelulle Axnunster woven

SeaInless
ill

one

piece to fit the roOlU.

On the OpposIte page is a beautiful
Kinnan design woven in a Wilton
quality. Such a design and quality are
ideally suited for thi Lounge.
Page thirty

C ALEDON QUALITY

I

3603

Page thirty-on e

I.

CALEDO

QUALITY

1/ 3604

Entrance hall and tair carpets have an inlnlediate effect
on hotel guests. Telnpletons lnake a range of flne Persian
design which can be supplied in tair carpeting with
bordered squares to lnatch, all woven in Wilton qualities.
Page thirt y-two

C ALEDON QUALITY

3/ 3604

All the designs in this range of Wilton stair carpets can be
nlade in four different widths which will cover all nonnal
req uirenlents. These widths are:
2ft 3 ins

3ft 9 ins

This stair carpeting is of course ideally suited for hotel
corridor numers.
Page thirty-three

CARRADALE QUALITY

CARRADALE QUALITY
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Page thirty-four

11 / 3704

A

AND ALE QUALITY

4 / 3709

CARRADALE QUALITY 1/3514

This illustration
shows the detail of
a very fme Anatolian
design. This is also made
on a cream ground.
On

the

OpposIte

page

are

shown four other patterns from our
range of Wilton stair carpets. It IS
worthy of emphasis that all of these designs
can be made in bordered squares or in 'body'
carpeting to match-and in four different widths
of stair carpeting.

Page thirty.five

T

he designs hown in the next group of illustrations
are either period or floral in type. The fonner is

111uch used for the public parts of hotels, and for restaurants
and cinen1as where the boldness of the design lends a
grandeur and style to the decorations. Here again the
traditional beauty of line of these period designs 'ages' well.
In the case of floral designs, these are perhaps n10re often
used for hotel bedroolTIs, but there has recently been a
keener appreciation of this style and it is being used lTIOre
boldly.
It is very noticeable to-day that strong colour is being
used ll1uch lTIOre freely in carpets than was the case hitherto.
This is wise in the case of public places where surface
soiling, which is quite inescapable, tends to soften colour
contrasts.
The red carpet on the opposite page is a very fme Adam
design, and is laid in a Club in London, as is the blue
carpet on the following page.
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ALLANDER

QUALITY

1 /380 1

Page thirty-seven
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CARRADALE Q
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A LITY

4

3500

The floral scroll design shown below is an excellent type
to use in a very busy public room. It is so well covered
that soiling will not be very noticeable. It is also elninently suitable for a busy dining room
or restaurant where an accident
resulting in a stain is SOlnething that calIDot always
be avoided.

CARR A DALE QUALITY 1 / 3501

Page thirty·nine

The t\ 0 de ign

ho\ n on thi page

pro ide a ver fine neutral background

fc r a hotel I ung or dra \ lJlg r 011l.
In such ca es the richnes

of colour

\ ould be provided by the curtains and
the coverings. Each illu tration shows
two , idths of 27 inch , ide 11laterial
seal11ed to l11atch.

C ARD ONALD

QUALITY

3/ 3302

The Old English design illustrated
opposite has been reproduced in 11l0dern colourings to provide a strikingly
hands01lle and colourful carpet. It is a
carpet which will not 'age' because of
the

heer excellence of its forn1 and

colour.
CROW
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QUALITY

3/ 59 4 2

ANNANDALE QUALITY

r / 3700

Page fo rty-one

The Regency design shown on this page is made in a
fine Wilton quality in 27 inch wide carpeting. The
bottom. of the colour plate represents a width of
9 feet.
The pattern illustrated on the opposite
page is a fme French tapestry, reproduced in Spool AXlninster. The
plate represents an area 9 feet
by 6 feet 9 inches.

ANNANDALE

Page forty-two

QUALITY

1 /3 701

CROWN

QUALITY

If

5933

Page forty-three
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Page fort y-fou r
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Here are two more types of period
floral designs. The lower one is a
reproduction of the design on the
cover of a Bible which belonged
to Queen Elizabeth the First.

. ANNANDALE QUALITY 2/3706

On the opposite page is shown a
corner of the restaurant in Harrods'
famous stores. The Tudor Rose
design used here harmonizes perfectly with the whole schelne of
furnishing.

CARDONALD QUALITY

I / 3304

Page forty-five

I MPER I AL QUALITY

33 /7 149

This beautiful chintz design is reproduced in Spool
Axmmster in 27 inch wide 111aterial for fitting wall-to-wall.
Page fo rty-six

Page forty-seven

This bordered sealuless Axminster carpet is an
inexpensive luethod of carpeting a hotel bedroolu.

VOGUE QUALITY 2 / 3010

Page forty-eight

S

cottish clan tartans were first produced as carpets by

Tenlplcton. They have proved to be excellent floor-

coverings when used in the appropriate setting. Properly
chosen, they will fit in with most colour schemes.
The Buchanan tartan carpet shown below is laid in
'Thinacre', the Templeton Convalescent Home in Ayr.
At the tilne this colour photograph was taken, the carpet
had been in use for six years but it was as fresh and brilliant
as when it was put down.
Tartan carpets are suitable for entrance halls, stairs and
corridors as well as for cocktail bars and lounges.

CARRADALE QUALITY
ANCLE T HUNTING STEWART

ROYAL STEWART

M c DO ALD OF THE ISLES (HU TING)

DRESS STEWART
C AMERON

Page fo rt y-nine

D

esigns shown in the following group are of a contelTIpOrary character. These reflect a lTIodem trend

towards simplicity of form. allied with the bold use of
colour. There is a tendency to-day to build sm.aller rOOlTIS
than in the past and these call for furniture and furnishings, which, while offering all the comfort of more traditional and nlassive styles, yet do not seem to overcrowd
the room. Thus has been evolved the styles which fit more
happily into lTIOre restricted surrowldings and the best of
these styles, because of their own excellence, have been
adopted for lTIOre general use.
The contemporary carpet design typified by the examples shown in the following pages is agreeably suited to
the lTIodern hotel bedroom. These add space to a room,
and because of their clarity of line and brightness of colour
they can transform an otherwise dull room into one that
is bright and attractive. These patterns will be found to lie
well with modern fabrics and accessories.
The designs are supplied usually in strips 27 inches wide
in either Wilton or Spool AXlTIinster grades although in
certain cases they may be available in bordered seamless
squares in standard sizes.
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CE NT U RY WILT O N

1/3 9 0 7

CE NTURY WILTON

3/ 39 08

CEN T U RY WILTON

2/ 39 0 7

CENTURY WILTON

4 / 39 08

CENTURY WIL TON

7 / 39 0 7

CA T HKI

Page fifty-two

QUALITY

7 / 320I

CATHKIN QUALITY

GII / 3206

4 / 3203
3/ 32 02
1/ 3200
2 / 32 0 5

The illustrations shown on these two
pages are of our Cathkin Wilton quality
-a grade which has been recently introduced for public work with great success. The quality is based on one which
has earned a high reputation for very
hard wear over many years, but it has
been cleverly adapted to simulate an
embossed effect.
Here is ' a carpet which is ideal for
drawing rooms, powder rooms or other
places where the effect to be obtained is
quieter and more subtle than in the
normal public room.

Page fifty-three

CENTURY QUA LITY

Page fifty-four
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3905

2/39 02

I

3900
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There are certain furnishing schemes for which plain carpets would normally provide a desirable background but
where in the interest of utility something less liable to
show m.arks is advisable. By varying the texture of the
surface or by altering the weave and height of pile,
interesting effects may be obtained which can also render
the carpet more resistant to wear, especially when a hard
twist yarn is used judiciously as in the patterns shown on
the opposite page. Patterns like these, which can be had in
a wide choice of colours, whilst giving the overall effect of
a plain carpet are lTIOre suitable for use in public places.
The designs too are of an unobtrusive type calculated to
harmonize with the widest possible range of interiors and
furniture styles.

Page fifty-five

CENTURY QUAlITY

33 39 0 4

A really beau6ful grey damask de ign
here provide a plendid background
for a very tTIodern bedrooll1.
Page fifty-sIx

Page fifty-seven

The unusual ga111cs dcsign of this
carpet has the right mood for a cocktail bar. The motif of the carpet has
been picked up on the wine list cover.
ALLANDE R QUALI TY

' /3800

Page fifty-eight

The e attractive de ign are reproduced jn
an inexpen ive
IMPE1HAL

QUAL IT Y

p 01 AX111in ter quality.

,

.

VO G UE QUALITY

33 / 3000

The slnall Axminster bordered square
in this very attractive hotel bedroom is
.

.

very InexpensIve.
Page fifty-nine

I MPERIAL QUALITY

Page sixty

7/ 7 175

Cutting and fItting a carpet is a skilled business well
illustrated by the example on the opposite page. The
strikingly unusual treatment of the stair has been done in
an inexpensive Spool Axminster quality. The material is
woven 27 inches wide, but on the landing it has been cut
and mitred into a curve, and a surround of matching plain
Inaterial close covers the floor.
The ingenuity of good carpet planning and fitting Inay
effect considerable saving in materials and of course expense.
Economical shortness of repeat and Inatching of the
design are also factors which have been considered in this
particular pattern.

Page sixty·one
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CONCLUSION

I

n this book we have tried to give you
some idea of the type of designs and

qualities which Templetons have available
for you on call. But obviously we have
only been able to show a small proportion
of a range which can cater for such a wide
variety of requireInents.
Choosing a carpet for a public place is
a serious Inatter. Go to your furnishing
specialist and discuss your ideas with ruIn.
With his special knowledge he can help
you greatly in a variety of ways, and he
can save you frOln later disappointment by
seeing that you buy the right kind of carpet
for the job.

JAMES TEMPLETON & COMPANY LIMITED
CARPET MANUFACTURERS

GLASGOW

HEAD OFFICE
()2 TEMPLETON STREET, GLA COW, S.E.
FACTORIES IN GLASGOW
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